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This month at ACC- Oscoda we are highlighting another local company that offers their services from our own back yards to states away.

- What one/two/three things do you consider “most important” during an interview? On a resume? Grammar, Professional looking, and demonstrates longevity.

- What does your business do/make/service provide? We are legal nurse consultants, who work for attorneys on any case that involves a medical record. We can either work directly in their office, behind the scenes, as an expert and even own our own business.

- Where are you located? Oscoda, MI (Home office)

- What is the starting wage for which positions? Depends on the experience of the Nurse.

- What types of skills do you think it’s important for your employees to have? Office 365, understanding scopes of practice, and the ability to look at a medical record and determine what is missing or what standard has been breached.

- How many employees do you have? 2 Growth is always a goal

- Do you have any current job openings? Yes, for an experienced nurse interested in learning about the legal nursing world.

- How can someone apply for a job at your company? Online by emailing me. shaun@splegalnurse.com

Time is Money, Hire a Nurse!

A medical-based experienced team provides the legal community with a thorough and affordable service, by means of reviewing, analyzing, and reporting in a timely manner.
We Help Lawyers Win Their Medical Cases
Our team of physicians, nurses, & expert witnesses serve as a bridge between law and medicine. We can make your case stronger with our pain & suffering reports, medical needs reports, & life care reports. We help with all aspects of litigation, from personal injury, medical malpractice & workers compensation.

KEY SERVICES
- Nurse Life Care Planner
- Medical Cost Projections
- Screen for Merit
- Interpret and Summarize Medical Records
- Prepare Timeline of Events
- Expert Witness Location
- Research to Support Your Case

Locations:
Ann Arbor, MI
Detroit, MI
Home Office: Oscoda, MI